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Abstract

Safinamide is an orally administered a-aminoamide derivative with both

dopaminergic and non-dopaminergic properties. Nonlinear mixed effects mod-

els for population pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacokinetic–pharmacody-

namic (PKPD) analyses were developed using records from, respectively, 623

and 668 patients belonging to two Phase 3, randomized, placebo-controlled,

double-blind efficacy studies. The aim was to estimate safinamide population

PK parameters in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) on stable levodopa

therapy, and to develop a model of safinamide effect on the PD phase of nor-

mal functioning (ON-time). The final models were internally evaluated using

visual predictive checks (VPCs), prediction corrected-VPC, and nonparametric

bootstrap analysis. Safinamide profiles were adequately described by a linear

one-compartmental model with first-order absorption and elimination. CL/F,

Vd/F, and KA (95% confidence interval [CI]) were 4.96 (4.73–5.21) L/h, 166

(158–174) L, and 0.582 (0.335–0.829) h�1, respectively. CL/F and Vd/F

increased with body weight, while age, gender, renal function, and exposure to

levodopa did not influence safinamide PK. The observed ON-time values were

adequately described by a linear model, with time in the study period as depen-

dent variable, and rate of ON-time change and baseline plus offset effect as

slope and intercept parameters. Safinamide treatment resulted in an increase in

ON-time of 0.73 h (week 4), with further ON-time increase with the same

slope as placebo. The increase was not influenced by age, levodopa, or safi-

namide exposure. The population models adequately describe the population

PK of safinamide and safinamide effect on ON-time. No dose adjustments in

elderly and mild to moderate renally impaired patients are requested.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common

chronic progressive neurodegenerative disorder in the

elderly after Alzheimer’s disease (Yadav and Li 2015). The

disease is characterized by dopamine deficiency resulting

from progressive loss of nigrostriatal dopaminergic cells

(Schapira 2011), and its diagnosis is mainly based on

observational criteria of muscular rigidity, resting tremor,

or postural instability in combination with bradykinesia

(Grosset et al. 2010). Levodopa (L-dopa) is considered the

most effective treatment for the motor symptoms of PD,

but its long-term use is associated with motor fluctua-

tions, that is, phases of normal functioning (ON-time, i.e.,

periods of good motor system control) that may alternate

with decreased functioning periods (OFF-time, i.e., peri-

ods of poor mobility, slowness, and stiffness) (Shoulson

et al. 1975). Furthermore, as a result of the use of high

doses of L-dopa with increasing severity of the disease,

many patients experience involuntary movements known

as L-dopa-induced dyskinesia (Hauser 2009). Also, as the

disease progresses, non-dopaminergic pathways (e.g, glu-

tamate) become involved (Blandini and Armentero 2012)

and patients require add-on therapy to improve motor

fluctuations without exacerbating dyskinesia.

In 2015, safinamide (Xadago�, Zambon S.p.A., Bresso,

Italy) was approved in the EU for the treatment of mid-

to late-stage fluctuating PD as add-on therapy to a stable

dose of L-dopa alone or in combination with other PD

medicinal products (Fariello 2007; Schapira 2010; Singer

2012; Gr�egoire et al. 2013; Deeks 2015). Safinamide, an

orally administered a-aminoamide derivative, uniquely

combines potent, selective, and reversible inhibition of

monoamino oxidase B (MAO-B), with blockade of volt-

age-dependant Na+ and Ca2+ channels and inhibition of

glutamate release (Pevarello et al. 1999; Salvati et al.

1999; Caccia et al. 2006; Binda et al. 2011), thus targeting

both dopaminergic and glutaminergic systems (Onofrj

et al. 2008; Cattaneo et al. 2015).

In Phase III trials, safinamide has been shown to

increase total ON-time without increasing troublesome

dyskinesia when used as an adjunct to L-dopa in patients

with advanced PD and motor fluctuations (Borgohain

et al. 2014a,b). Improvements in OFF-time, motor symp-

toms, daily living activities, depressive symptoms, and

quality of life at 6 months remained significant at

24 months (Borgohain et al. 2014b).

The pharmacokinetics (PKs) of safinamide were investi-

gated in Phase I studies (Marzo et al. 2004; Leuratti et al.

2013). Safinamide has a linear PK after single and multi-

ple doses, is quickly absorbed (Tmax 1–2.8 h in fasted

state), has a high absolute bioavailability (95%) and its

exposure is not affected by food (EMA CHMP 2014;

Marzo et al. 2004). Safinamide is extensively metabolized

and in humans is almost exclusively eliminated by meta-

bolism, with <10% urinary excretion of unchanged safi-

namide. Safinamide elimination half-life is approximately

22 h. Steady-state is reached in 1 week (EMA CHMP

2014; Marzo et al. 2004; Leuratti et al. 2013).

The objectives of the present PK analysis were (1) to

develop a population PK model for safinamide in adult

PD patients based on data of two Phase III studies (Stoc-

chi et al. 2012; Borgohain et al. 2014a); (2) to evaluate

the influence of covariates; (3) to quantify the inter- and

intrapatient variability; and (4) to obtain visit-specific

predictions of individual safinamide exposure in patients,

to be used in the development of a PKs pharmacodynam-

ics (PKPD) model.

The aims of the PKPD analysis were (1) to develop a

disease progression type exposure–response model of the

effect of safinamide on the PD phase of normal function-

ing (ON-time) in patients with mid- to late PD on stable

L-dopa treatment; and (2) to quantify the inter- and

intrapatient variability in the rate of disease progression

and response to safinamide.

Materials and Methods

In order to characterize the population PKs of oral

safinamide administered as add-on therapy to levodopa

(L-dopa) or dopamine agonists in patients with Parkin-

son’s disease, safinamide PK data were combined from

two Phase 3, randomized, placebo-controlled, and dou-

ble-blind studies, that is, Study 015 (Stocchi et al. 2012)

and Study 016 (Borgohain et al. 2014a).

The population PK pharmacodynamic analysis, describ-

ing the relationship between safinamide plasma concen-

trations (average concentration over 24 h) and the

pharmacodynamic end point ON-time, used the data

obtained from Study 016 only.

Study design

Study 015 included patients with early idiopathic Parkin-

son’s disease receiving a stable dose of a single dopamine

agonist for at least 4 weeks prior to baseline. Eligible

patients received oral safinamide (as gelatin capsules con-

taining safinamide methanesulfonate, Zambon S.p.A.,

Bresso, Italy) low dose (50–100 mg/day) or high dose

(150–200 mg/day), or placebo for 24 weeks. Patients

assigned to receive the low dose of safinamide started at a

dose of 50 mg/day on Day 0/1, and were titrated up to

their target dose of 100 mg/day on Day 14, provided

there were no dose-limiting side effects. Patients assigned

to the high-dose range started at a dose of 100 mg/day

on Day 0/1, were titrated up to 150 mg/day on Day 7,
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and were titrated up to their target dose of 200 mg/day

on Day 14, provided there were no dose-limiting side

effects. Titration was delayed, and/or maintenance doses

were reduced or interrupted in case of intolerance. Blood

samples were taken at baseline, 5 h after the first dose,

and at each subsequent scheduled visit, that is, at weeks

2, 4, 8, 12, 18, and 24.

Study 016 included Parkinson’s disease patients with

motor fluctuations receiving a stable dose of L-dopa for at

least 4 weeks prior to baseline. Eligible patients received

oral safinamide (as tablets containing safinamide free

base, Zambon S.p.A., Bresso, Italy) low dose (50 mg/day)

or high dose (100 mg/day), or placebo for 24 weeks. For

patients in the 100 mg/day safinamide group, dose was

reduced to 50 mg/day if patients experienced intolerance.

The primary efficacy variable was the increase in mean

daily ON-time (ON-time plus ON-time with minor dysk-

inesia) during a 18-h interval (0600–2400) recorded by

the subjects in the Hauser patient diary (Hauser et al.

2000, 2004) at 30-min intervals each day during the L-

dopa stabilization period and in the 5 days preceding

each study visit (at least 2 and up to 5 recording days).

For safinamide determination, samples were collected

at baseline, at 5 h after the first dose and at any time up

to 8 h post-dose during the subsequent visits (weeks 4,

12, and 24).

Bioanalysis

Safinamide was analyzed in blood samples using a vali-

dated (FDA Guidance for Industry, 2001) liquid chro-

matography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)

method. The lower limit of quantification was 20 ng/mL.

For Study 015, inter- and intra-assay precision of mea-

surements did not exceed 15% and mean accuracy values

were within �15%. For Study 016, inter- and intra-assay

precision was within 7.9% and mean accuracy was

between �2.3% and 0.2%.

Software

The population PK and PKPD models were developed

using a nonlinear mixed-effect modeling approach with

the NONMEM� 6.2 software and NMTRAN pre-proces-

sor, Icon Development Solutions, Ellicott City, MD, USA

(Beal et al. 1989-2006). PDx-PopTM 3.0, Icon Development

Solutions, Ellicott City, MD, USA (Bachman 2007), was

used to run NONMEM, while models were run using the

Intel Compiler 8, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA,

USA. Goodness-of-fit diagnostic plots were prepared with

S-Plus 2000 Professional Release 3. All models were run

using the first-order conditional estimation method with

interaction (FOCEI).

PK model development

Structural model

A previous population PK analysis of Study 015 data alone

(results not reported) suggested that a one-compartment

model with first-order absorption and first-order elimina-

tion parameterized in terms of apparent oral clearance

(CL/F) and volume of distribution (Vd/F) best described

the safinamide data. Selection of the structural population

PK model was driven by the observed data and was based

on evaluation of goodness-of-fit plots (observed vs. pre-

dicted concentrations, weighted residual vs. predicted con-

centration or time, histograms of individual random

effects), successful convergence (with at least three signifi-

cant digits in parameter estimates), plausibility and preci-

sion of parameter estimates, and the minimum objective

function value (OFV). Inclusion of a relative bioavailability

factor (Frel), where Frel was set to 1 for the Study 015 and

an estimate for Study 016, was evaluated.

Covariate model

Based on previous knowledge and scientific interest, the

following covariates were included in the current popula-

tion PK analysis: Age (AGE, years), Gender (GEND),

Body weight (WGT, kg), Creatinine clearance (CRLR,

mL/min), and Study (STUD). Race (RACE) was not

included because it was only available for Study 016.

Exposure to L-dopa at baseline (BLEV, mg/24 h), at each

visit (LEVO, L-dopa dose rate/24 h), and as rate of

change from baseline (LEVR) were listed and explored as

covariates. They were equal to 0 for Study 015 as L-dopa

was not administered.

For continuous covariates, a power function was

utilized using the following equation:

TVPi ¼ h1 � ðCOVi=COVSTÞh2 (1)

where TVPi is the typical value of a PK parameter (P) for

an individual i with a COVi value of the covariate, while

h1 is the typical value for an individual with a standard-

ized covariate value of COVST and h2 is the power coeffi-

cient describing covariate parameter relationship.

Standardized values of the covariates were the values

regarded as reference or normal in the general popula-

tion. Reference values were 70 kg for body weight

(median = 64 kg), 75 mL/min (median value) for CRCL,

60 years (median value) for age and 500 mg/24 h

(median value) for LEVO.

For binary covariates, the fractional change in the typi-

cal parameter value was determined according to the

following equation:
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TVPi ¼ h1 � h2
INDi (2)

where TVPi is as defined in equation 2 above, h1 is the

typical value for an individual in whom the covariate

takes the value 0 (INDi = 0), and h2 is the fractional

change in the typical value if the covariate takes the value

1 (INDi = 1).

The covariate STUD was evaluated by calculating one

typical value for the PK parameters of interest (clearance

and volume of distribution) for the two studies included

in the analysis.

A full model approach was implemented to test the

covariate–parameter relationships, wherein all prespecified

covariate–parameter relationships were entered in the

model, and parameters were estimated. Insignificant or

poorly estimated covariates (less than 6.63 points decrease

of OFV for one parameter, and/or 95% confidence inter-

vals (CIs) include null value, and/or high relative stan-

dard error (RSE) were then excluded from the model.

Diagnostic plots of interindividual random effects ver-

sus covariates were evaluated for the base and the final

models, and if necessary, the model was refined based on

the findings.

Intersubject variability

Distributions of interindividual random effects were

assumed to be log-normal and were described by the

following exponential error model:

Pi ¼ TVP� expðgPiÞ (3)

where Pi is the parameter value for an individual i, TVP

is the typical population value of the parameter, and gPi
(ETAs) are individual-specific interindividual random

effects for an individual i and the parameter P. ETAs were

assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and

variances of x2: g~N(0, x2). For all PK parameters,

interindividual random effects were estimated and vari-

ance of the interindividual random effects x2 was calcu-

lated.

Correlation

Initial base model building was performed using a diago-

nal covariance matrix of interindividual random effects.

Correlations between interindividual random effects were

then considered if warranted by the diagnostic plots.

Residual error

The residual error model was initially described by a

combined additive and proportional error:

Cij ¼ Ĉij þ Ĉij � e1ij þ e2ij (4)

where Cij is the measured plasma concentration of the indi-

vidual I at time j, Ĉij is the corresponding model predicted

concentration, and e1ij and e2ij are the proportional and

additive components, respectively, of the residual random

error. Each of the residual error components was assumed

to be independently normally distributed with a mean of 0

and variances of r2: e�N (0, r2).
The variances of additive and proportional terms of the

residual intraindividual variability r2 were calculated.

PK analysis dataset

The NONMEM population PK dataset included dosing

records and plasma concentration (ng/mL) records from

safinamide treatment arms of the two studies (records of

patients in the placebo arm were commented out). The

data file was sorted by a univocal and increasing integer ID,

derived from the study code, study site number, and

patient identification number. An individual record was

defined as all the data sharing the same ID. Individual con-

centration records consisted of a maximum of seven con-

centration records (i.e., Baseline [week 1] and weeks 2, 4, 8,

12, 18, and 24) for Study 015 and a maximum of four con-

centration records (i.e., Baseline [week 1] and weeks 4, 12,

and 24) for Study 016. Actual times (calculated as the num-

ber of hours between the first dose and the actual time the

PK sample was drawn) were associated with the concentra-

tions (TIME variable). Dosing records included the

amounts, actual times of dosing for administrations per-

formed at the clinical center (study visits), and nominal

times for home administrations. Series of identical dose

records were replaced by a steady-state dose record with a

dose interval set to 24 h. A categorical treatment variable

(TRT) was used to identify patients receiving safinamide

low (50–100 mg) or high (100–200 mg) doses in Study

015, and 50 or 100 mg doses or placebo in Study 016.

All patients who had taken the study medication and

had at least one safinamide concentration measurement

were included in the analysis. All pre-first dose concen-

trations and all concentrations below the quantification

limit (BLQ) at other time points were not used. Missing

drug concentrations were not imputed in the analysis.

Concentration values were not used if the time of con-

centration measurement or preceding dose was missing.

For visits other than the baseline visit, if PK sampling

time for a concentration record occurred just before the

dosing time on the same date, the preceding dose was

assumed to be occurring 24 h prior to the recorded dos-

ing time and this previous (unrecorded) dosing time

was used to calculate the PK sampling times for that

dose.
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Covariate GEND was coded as 0 for males and 1 for

females while STUD was set as 1 and 2 for Studies 015

and 016, respectively. The changes in L-dopa doses were

made at week 4 and subsequent scheduled visits. Thus,

the LEVR values were 1 for week 1 (baseline visit) and

week 4, and were <1, 1, or >1 for subsequent visits

(weeks 12 and 24) to reflect the time taken for the chan-

ged L-dopa dose to take effect following the change at

week 4. There were no missing categorical covariates or

missing AGE values in the data. For the time-varying

continuous covariates (WGT and CRCL), if a baseline

value was missing, screening or the next available value

was used, if a week 24 value was missing, the preceding

available value was used, if a week 4 or week 12 value

was missing, the mean of the preceding and the succeed-

ing values was used, if no value for a particular subject

was available, a gender and week-specific median value

was used.

PKPD model development

Structural model

The following assumptions were made:

• ON-time diminishes continuously during the 24 week

study period due to the disease progression in the pla-

cebo patients, except possibly for the initial upward

shift due to the placebo effect.

• In the study design, the natural disease progression

may not be differentiated from the placebo effect.

• Safinamide effect would be tested on both offset and

the slope of the disease progression. Presumably, these

parameters would depend on the individual average

safinamide plasma concentration (SAAV, ng/mL). If

not, safinamide dose and/or treatment will be tested.

The selection of the base population PKPD model was

done in two stages. First, a linear model with intercept

and slope parameters (eq. 5) and the model with a

delayed time-dependent offset (eq. 6) were tried for the

placebo data as follows:

PD ¼ BLþ INTPLAC þ SLOPPLAC � TIMEmonths (5)

PD ¼ BLþ INTPLAC � INþ SLOPPLAC � TIMEmonths (6)

where BL is an individual baseline ON-time value (at week

1), INTPLAC is the offset effect, SLOPPLAC is the slope of

rate of ON-time change, IN = e(1�(INK+TIME)/(1+TIME)),

and parameter INK describes the delay in the onset of the

placebo effect.

Then, the data from safinamide treatment arms were

added. Safinamide effect on intercept (INTTREAT) and

slope (SLOPTREAT) was tested as follows:

PD ¼ BLþ ðINTPLAC þ INTTREATÞ þ ðSLOPPLAC
þ SLOPTREATÞ � TIMEmonths (7)

Structural population PKPD model selection was based

on evaluation of goodness-of-fit plots (observed vs. pre-

dicted ON-time score, weighted residual vs. predicted

ON-time score or time, histograms of individual random

effects, etc.), successful convergence (with at least three

significant digits in parameter estimates), plausibility and

precision of parameter estimates, and the minimum OFV

of a NONMEM run.

Covariate model

All covariate–parameter relationships considered to be

potentially significant during the screening process were

included in the base PKPD model in a univariate manner.

All relationships that decreased the OFV by more than

6.63 (P < 0.01) points (if any) were to be included in the

full covariate model. For continuous covariates, a power

function was utilized as described in equation 1, and for

categorical covariates, the fractional change in the typical

parameter value was determined according to equation 2.

For the categorical effect of dose on slope parameter, an

additive effect was utilized. In addition to the reference

values listed for the population PK covariate modeling, the

median SAAV value of 13 ng/mL was used as a reference

value. As for the population PK model building, diagnostic

plots of interindividual random effects versus covariates

were evaluated for the base and the final models.

Intersubject variability

Distributions of interindividual random effects were

assumed to be either log-normal, described by an expo-

nential error model (eq. 3), or normal, described by an

additive error model:

Pi ¼ TVPþ gPi (8)

Parameters Pi, TVP, and gPi were previously described.

Interindividual random effects (ETAs), variance of the

interindividual random effects (x2), and initial base

model development remained as previously described for

the population PK model.

Residual error

The residual error model was described by an additive

error only:

Cij ¼ Ĉij þ eij (9)

where Cij, Ĉij, and eij were as previously described. The

variance of the residual intraindividual random variability

(r2) was calculated.
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PKPD analysis dataset

The NONMEM population PKPD dataset included the

PD observation records from both placebo and safinamide

treatment arms of Study 016, grouped and sorted by the

individual ID and by TIME inside the individual records.

The TIME of an observation record was calculated as the

difference in hours of the time of the visit when the PD

was recorded from the time of baseline PD visit. The PD

observations were the ON-time values (h), which were the

average over 2–5 recording days of the sum of duration of

ON-time plus ON-time with minor dyskinesia during the

18 h of recording in the patient diary prior to a scheduled

visit. The time of an observation record was calculated as

the difference in hours of the time of the visit when the

PD was recorded from the time of the baseline PD visit.

An individual record consisted of maximally six observa-

tion records (weeks 1, 4, 8, 12, 18, and 24). The TRT fol-

lowed the same rules of the PK dataset. The exposure to

safinamide (average safinamide concentration over 24 h)

was calculated by dividing the safinamide dose values at

each visit by the individual clearance estimate (obtained

from the PK analysis) at that visit. It was listed under the

SAAV data item. SAAV was set as 0 for week 1 or placebo

records and as >1 for weeks >1 and safinamide treatments.

All patients on placebo and safinamide treatments with

evaluable PD data and the corresponding safinamide

exposure data from population PK analysis were included

in the population PKPD analysis. ON-time values were

not used in the analysis if the time of measurement

(Date) was missing or deemed not reliable.

PK and PKPD models internal evaluation

A visual predictive check (VPC) procedure was performed

for the final population PK and PKPD models by simulat-

ing 200 datasets using the final model, covariates, sam-

pling times, model PK or PD parameter estimates and the

dosing histories contained in the dataset. The original data

sets were compared with the 5th, 10th, 90th, and 95th per-

centiles for the simulated data for nominal times grouped

within the bins (selected time after dose ranges were used

for the bins). The percentage of observed points (plasma

concentration values) that fell outside the 80% and 90%

prediction intervals (PIs) were determined. A prediction-

corrected VPC (PC-VPC) (Schapira et al. 2013) was also

performed in order to avoid the misleading variability

observed in the VPC that may be caused by factors other

than the random effects (e.g., different covariate values

within a bin). In PC-VPC, both the observed and the

model predicted values were normalized by the typical

model prediction in each bin. A comparison of the

observed and simulated data was done similarly to VPC.

A nonparametric bootstrap analysis was performed by

generating 1000 datasets through random sampling with

replacement from the original data using the individual as

the sampling unit. Population parameters of the final PK

and PKPD models for each data set were estimated using

NONMEM. Empirical 95% CI were constructed by

obtaining the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the resulting

parameter distributions.

Results

Demographics and subject disposition

The PK analysis dataset included 624 patients contribut-

ing 2785 concentration records. Of these, 623 patients

contributing 2719 concentration records were included in

the population PK analysis. One hundred seventy-seven

patients contributing 1099 concentrations were from

Study 015 and 446 patients contributing 1620 concentra-

tions were from Study 016. Summary of the demographic

data for the subjects included in the development of the

PK model are presented in Table 1. There were

no patients with severe renal impairment

(CRCL < 10 mL/min), 57 (9%) patients had moderate

renal impairment (CRCL < 50 mL/min), 307 (49%)

patients had mild renal impairment (CRCL = 50–80 mL/

min), and 259 (42%) patients had normal renal function.

Observed plasma safinamide concentrations versus time

for all patients are displayed in Figure 1.

The PKPD analysis dataset included 669 patients from

Study 016 contributing 3607 observation records. Of

these, 668 patients contributing 3603 observation records

were included in the population PKPD analysis. Summary

of the demographic data for the subjects included in the

development of the PKPD model are presented in

Table 2. The majority of the patients maintained the same

L-dopa dose rate from baseline through the duration of

the trial. Very few (N = 11/668, 2%) of the patients

increased the dose of L-dopa during the trial. Among

them, only two patients were in the 100 mg safinamide

treatment arm (0.9%), three in the 50 mg treatment arm

(1%), and six in the placebo arm of the study (3%). A

few (N = 51/668; 8%) of the patients decreased the dose

of L-dopa during the trial. Among them, 23 patients were

in the 100 mg safinamide treatment arm (10%), 16 in the

50 mg treatment arm (7%), and 12 in the placebo arm

(5%).

PK analysis and final model

The safinamide PK model building history and the associ-

ated changes in objective function (DOF) are presented in

Table S1.
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A one-compartment model with CL/F, Vd/F, and KA

parameters and an allometrically scaled CL/F (with a scal-

ing factor (WGT/70)0.75) and Vd/F (with a scaling factor

(WGT/70) was the starting point for the base population

PK model development (model 100). Intersubject vari-

ability was estimated for CL/F, Vd/F, and KA using an

exponential model. The residual error was described by a

combined additive and proportional model.

There was a clear difference in concentration levels

between the studies, therefore the effect of study was

tested on CL/F, Vd/F, and KA and resulted in a lowering

of the OFV from �83 to �156 points (depending on the

parameter tested) with respect to model 100. Study effect

(STUD) was then tested simultaneously on both CL/F

and Vd/F (model 112). The model adequately described

the safinamide concentration data, as indicated by the

OFV change in comparison to model 100

(DOFV = �214) and by the diagnostic plot, and was cho-

sen as the base model to test covariates.

Inspection of the plots of individual random effects

against covariates (including RACE) showed no visible

trend. However, AGE, GEN, CRCL, and LEVR were still

tested on CL/F, and AGE and GEN were still tested on

Vd/F. None of the tested covariates were significant, thus

their inclusion did not improve the model fit (maximum

drop of OFV was 4 points with respect to model 112).

Since Study effect was significant both on CL/F and Vd/

F and the interstudy ratios were similar (CL/FSTUDY016/

STUDY015 = 1.3 Vd/FSTUDY016/STUDY015 = 1.6), STUD was

also tested on the relative bioavailability factor (Frel)

Figure 1. Observed plasma safinamide concentrations versus time after dose–linear and logarithmic scales.

Table 1. Demographic profile summary for subjects included in model development: continuous and categorical covariates.

Covariate

Study 015

n = 177

Study 016

n = 446

All

n = 623

Age (years)

Median (range) 59.0 (31.0–82.0) 60.0 (35.0–80.0) 60.0 (31.0–82.0)

Baseline body weight (kg)

Median (range) 70.0 (33.5–102) 61.1 (35.0–97.7) 64.0 (33.5–102)

Baseline creatinine clearance (mL/min)

Median (range) 78.9 (25.3–201) 73.3 (27.5–146) 75.5 (25.3–201)

Gender, n (%)

Male 112 (63) 319 (72) 431 (69)

Female 65 (37) 127 (28) 192 (31)

Race, n (%)

Asian NA 358 (80.3) 358 (57.5)

White NA 87 (19.5) 87 (13.9)

Other NA 1 (0.2) 1 (0.2)

NA 177 (100) 0 177 (28.4)

NA, not available.
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instead of on the two parameters (model 110). The new

model showed a significant better fitting with respect to

model 100 (DOFV = �191), and was simpler and more

physiologically explainable than model 112 (even if with a

slightly higher OFV), thus representing a better choice.

In model 110, interindividual random effects on KA

and additive residual error were poorly estimated (RSE of

71 and 102%, respectively), the 95% CIs included the null

value and the shrinkage value of interindividual random

effects on KA was high (60%). For these reasons, in the

final model (model 110a), x2 and r2 variance of the

interindividual random effects on KA and additive resid-

ual error were fixed to 0. The modification had no effect

on parameter estimates, predicted concentrations (PRED),

or individual predicted concentrations (IPRED) and pro-

duced a small lowering of the OFV with respect to model

110 (DOFV = �26)

The parameters for Study 015 obtained from the final

population PK model 110a are presented in Table 3. All

parameters were estimated with good precision as

indicated by the percentage of the RSE of the estimates

(%RSE, Table 3). The interindividual variability of the

CL/F (CV = 27.8%) and Vd/F (CV = 29.9%) parameters

and the variability of the residual error (CV = 29.7%)

were relatively low and estimated with good precision.

Based on the estimate of Frel (bioavailability factor),

CL/F and Vd/F (95% CI) for Study 016 were calculated

to be 4.96 (4.73, 5.21) L/h and 166 (158, 174) L, respec-

tively. Oral clearance and volume of distribution

increased with increasing body weight. CL/F and Vd/F

estimates for the lightest (33 kg) and the heaviest patient

(105 kg) were 2.04 and 4.87 L/h and 57 and 180 L,

respectively.

The diagnostic plots for the final model are shown in

Figure 2. The plots of population predicted versus

observed safinamide concentrations and the individual

predicted versus observed safinamide concentrations

showed a symmetric distribution around the line of iden-

tity and so a good correspondence between observed and

predicted concentrations and a good model fitting of the

data. The plots of the conditional-weighted residuals ver-

sus population-predicted safinamide concentrations or

time did not show any systematic bias in the model fit.

The random effects were normally distributed, and were

not correlated. The shrinkage of individual random effects

was estimated as 18% for CL/F (7.2 and 23% for Study

015 and 016) and 31% for Vd/F (6.1 and 44% for Study

015 and 016). Higher shrinkage in Study 016 was possibly

due to the fewer observed measurements. The residual

error shrinkage was estimated at 12%.

PK model internal evaluation

The nonparametric bootstrap estimates (median) of the

parameters and their 95% CI were very close to the

Table 2. Demographic profile summary for subjects included in PKPD

model development: continuous and categorical covariates.

Covariate

Study 016

n = 668

Age (years)

Median (range) 60.0 (34.0–80.0)

Baseline body weight (kg)

Median (range) 62.0 (33.5–120)

Baseline creatinine clearance (mL/min)

Median (range) 73.5 (25.8–199)

Gender, n (%)

Male 480 (71.9)

Female 188 (28.1)

Race, n (%)

Asian 538 (80.5)

White 129 (19.3)

Other 1 (<0.01)

Table 3. Parameter estimates for the final safinamide population PK model and results of the bootstrap evaluation for the final model.

Parameter

NONMEM estimates Bootstrap median

Point estimate %RSE 95% confidence interval (CI) CV% Point estimate 95% CI

CL/F (L/h) 3.59 2.67 3.40–3.78 3.58 3.38–3.77

Vd/F (L) 120 4.38 110–130 120 107–129

KA (h�1) 0.582 21.6 0.335–0.829 0.572 0384–1.10

F (STUD016) 0.724 2.49 0.689–0.759 0.725 0.687–0.759

Interindividual variability

x2
CL 0.0772 11.2 0.0602–0.0942 27.8 0.0759 0.0586–0.0942

x2
Vd 0.0892 17.2 0.0592–0.119 29.9 0.0855 0.0559–0.119

Residual variability

r2prop 0.0885 5.11 0.0796–0.0974 29.7 0.0892 0.0805–0.0989

%RSE: percent relative standard error of the estimate = SE/parameter estimate*100, CL/F: Apparent clearance, Vd/F: Apparent volume of distribu-

tion; KA: absorption rate constant; F(STUD016): relative bioavailability of Safinamide in Study 016; r2prop: proportional residual error model. The

reference population for PK parameters CL/F and Vd/F is a 70 kg patient.
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respective values obtained with NONMEM from the orig-

inal dataset (Table 3). Based on VPC and PC-VPC for all

patients, only 7.9 and 9.4% of the observed concentra-

tions fell outside the 90% PIs, confirming that the final

model adequately describes the observed data (Fig. 3A

and B). Two peaks of safinamide concentrations, which

are also evident in the observed plasma concentration-

time plots (Fig. 1) are apparent. The two peaks are possi-

bly a result of the concentrations from a number of

different occasions (visits) during the study, since the

plots of observed plasma concentration time profiles by

dose and visit do not show the presence of multiple

peaks.

PKPD analysis and final model

A summary of the base population PKPD model develop-

ment is presented in Table S2.

The plots in Figure 4 suggested that there was a small

placebo effect that was increasing linearly during the

whole treatment period. The effect of safinamide treat-

ment appeared to increase faster than placebo during

the first 8 weeks, and then to grow with the slope simi-

lar to the placebo arm, with very little difference

between the safinamide treatment arms. The plots also

indicated that the variability of the ON-time did not

differ between the treatment arms and that the variabil-

ity in the ON-time response was not dependent on safi-

namide exposure, as suggested from the plots displayed

in Figure 5.

Initially, the placebo data alone were modeled using a

linear disease progression model (model 805) with the

slope and intercept parameters, where the placebo effect

(intercept) could be time-dependent. The parameters

included the baseline ON-time value (BL), the intercept

parameter (INTPLAC), the constant (INK) describing

time-dependent onset of the placebo effect (see eq. 6),

and slope (SLOPPLAC) of disease progression. The indi-

vidual random effects were estimated for all the PD

parameters, and the residual error was described by an

Figure 2. Observed versus population and individual predicted plasma safinamide concentrations–final population pharmacokinetic model

(Model 110a).
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additive model. Since the natural disease progression

assumes ON-time values to decrease with time, the typical

value of SLOPPLAC was constrained to be negative to

describe a decrease in ON-time with time in models with

placebo data only. In the first and in all the subsequent

models, the typical value for BL was not estimated.

Instead, BL utilized the individual observed ON-time

baseline values, and interindividual variability on BL was

described by an exponential error model. The interindi-

vidual variability for SLOPPLAC and INTPLAC parameters

were described by additive error models. The typical value

for SLOPPLAC and interindividual variability on BL

approached 0 and the covariance step was not imple-

mented. Fixing both the typical value for SLOPPLAC and

interindividual random effect on BL to 0 (model 806),

there was no change in OFV compared to the first model.

The estimate of INK was very low (6.77 h) suggesting

that a time delay in the onset of the placebo effect was

not required.

Therefore, a simple linear model with constant inter-

cept and slope was applied to the placebo data as

described in equation 5 (Model 903). The interindividual

random effect on BL was fixed to 0. SLOPPLAC was

allowed to have a positive or negative value. The OFV

Figure 3. (A) Visual predictive check (VPC) for the final population pharmacokinetic model, all patients (Model 110a). (B) Prediction-corrected

VPC for the final population pharmacokinetic model, all patients (Model 110a).
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was 13 points lower compared to the previous model.

SLOPPLAC (95% CI) was estimated to be 0.116 h/month

(0.0476, 0.184) and was estimated with reasonably good

precision (RSE = 30.1%). In contrast, INTPLAC was

poorly estimated (RSE = 62.3%), and was small

(0.231 h), and thus the 95% CI (�0.0512, 0.513) included

the null value. Interindividual variability on both parame-

ters was estimated with good precision (RSE = 19.2 and

17.8% for SLOPPLAC and INTPLAC, respectively) and their

SDs were 0.333 h/month and 1.61 h, respectively.

Then, the data from all treatment arms were combined.

First, the same linear model was applied (model 904), fol-

lowed by adding safinamide treatment effect on the inter-

cept (INTTREAT) and slope (SLOPTREAT) parameters

(model 907, see eq. 7). One additive interindividual vari-

ability term was used to describe interindividual variabil-

ity on the sum of INTTREAT and INTPLAC and another

additive interindividual variability term was used to

describe interindividual variability on the sum of

SLOPTREAT and SLOPPLAC. Inclusion of these two param-

eters decreased the OFV by 9 points. The mean estimate

of INTTREAT (95% CI) was 0.505 (0.148, 0.862) while

the estimate of SLOPTREAT approached 0. Fixing the

SLOPTREAT to 0 (model 908) did not change the OFV. As

stated earlier, INTPLAC (95% CI) was small (0.238 h) and

poorly estimated, with a 95% CI (�0.0207, 0.497 h) that

included the null value. INTPLAC was thus fixed to 0

(model 915), increasing the OFV by 3 points. All model

parameters were estimated with good precision, and this

model was chosen as the base model.

A summary of the covariate model development is also

presented in Table S2. None of the covariate–parameter

relationships appeared significant. However, LEVO,

LEVR, SAAV, AGE, and the categorical covariate of safi-

namide dose were tested univariately on SLOPPLAC and

INTTREAT parameters in different ways. In addition,

LEVO and AGE were tested, also univariately, as covari-

ates on INTPLAC. None of the models improved upon the

base model. In addition, in all the models, there was no

decrease in inter- or intraindividual variability, most of

the covariate parameters were poorly estimated and their

95% CIs contained the null values. With the exception of

the model with LEVO on SLOPPLAC, the OFV decreased

by less than 6 points in all the models. In model 931, the

effect of LEVO on SLOPPLAC was estimated to be negative

(�0.779) and the OFV decreased by 7.6 points. It was

determined that very few patients (n = 8) with

LEVO < 200 mg/24 h influenced the model. Without this

influence, the effect of LEVO disappeared. Therefore, the

base model was chosen as the final population PKPD

model.

The parameters of the final population PKPD model

are presented in Table 4. The condition number for

the final model was low (2.3) and well below 1000.

SLOPPLAC (95% CI) was small and positive, 0.117

(0.0780, 0.156) h/month, representing an increment of

0.7 h at the end of the 6 months study period for the

patients in the placebo group. The instantaneous (within

4 weeks) safinamide treatment effect, INTTREAT, was 0.728

(0.514, 0.942) h. The interindividual variability values

Figure 4. Observed ON-time value and change from baseline versus time by treatment.
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were large, with SD equal to 0.361 for SLOPPLAC, 1.81 for

INTPLAC, and 1.09 h for the residual error. All parameters

were estimated with good precision, with RSE between 8%

and 17%. The shrinkage of individual random effects was

estimated as 25% for SLOPPLAC and 12% for INTPLAC.

The diagnostic plots for the model are presented in

Figure 6. The distributions of the random effects were

close to normal, and they were not correlated.

PKPD model internal evaluation

No bias was evident in any of the VPC (Fig. 7A) and PC-

VPC plots (Fig. 7B). While variability of the model was

slightly overestimated according to VPC (overall, 3.8 and

10.9% of the observed values fell outside the 90 and 80%

PIs, respectively), the PC-VPC procedure showed that the

variability was estimated correctly (overall, 7.5 and 14.5%

of the observed values fell outside the 90 and 80% PIs,

respectively). Thus, PC-VPC confirmed that the final

model adequately described the data, including its vari-

ability.

The parameter estimates and 95% CI from the boot-

strap analysis were very close to the NONMEM estimates

obtained from the original dataset (Table 4).

Discussion

The plasma concentrations of safinamide were ade-

quately described by a one-compartment model with

first-order absorption and first-order elimination. The

structural model parameters and the associated inter-

and intraindividual variability were estimated with good

precision.

For a typical patient of 70 kg weight in Study 015, the

apparent oral clearance (CL/F) and volume of distribution

(Vd/F) estimates were 3.59 (95% CI: 3.40, 3.78) L/h and

Figure 5. Observed ON-time value and change from baseline versus average 24 h safinamide concentrations (SAAV) by visit.
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Figure 6. Observed versus population and individual predicted ON-time–final population pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model (Model 915).

Table 4. Parameter estimates for the final safinamide population PK PD model and results of the bootstrap evaluation for the final model.

Parameter

NONMEM estimates Bootstrap estimates

Point estimate %RSE 95% confidence interval (CI) SD Point estimate 95% CI

Intercept (INTPLAC) (h) 0 FIX NA NA 0 FIX NA

INTTREAT (h) 0.728 15.0 0.514–0.942 0.727 0.505–0.943

Slope (SLOPPLAC) (h/month) 0.117 17.0 0.0780–0.156 0.116 0.0769–0.154

Interindividual variability

x2BL 0 FIX NA NA – – –

x2SLOPPLAC (h/month) 0.130 10.5 0.103–0.157 0.361 0.129 0.104–0.156

x2INTPLAC (h) 3.29 7.93 2.78–3.80 1.81 3.29 2.79–3.81

Residual variability

r2add 1.19 5.59 1.06–1.32 1.09 1.18 1.05–1.32

Model description: PD=BL + INTPLAC + INTTREAT + SLOPPLAC*TIMEmonths. %RSE, percent relative standard error of the estimate = SE/parameter esti-

mate*100; SD, √coefficient of variation; BL, baseline of the ON-time, observed baseline values used in the model; INTPLAC, intercept of placebo

effect; x2INTTREAT, variance of the intercept of the placebo effect; INTtreat, intercept of Safinamide treatment effect; SLOPPLAC, slope of the effect,

the same for placebo and Safinamide treatments; r2add, additive residual error model; NA, not applicable.
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120 (95% CI: 110, 130) L, respectively. The clearance and

volume of distribution for a typical patient in Study 016

were 4.96 (95% CI: 4.73, 5.21) L/h and 166 (95% CI: 158,

174) L, respectively.

The absorption was fast with KA estimate of 0.58 h�1.

Both CL/F and Vd/F increased allometrically (linearly for

Vd/F and with a power coefficient of 0.75 for CL/F) with

increasing body weight. For the lightest (33 kg) and the

heaviest patients (105 kg) in the analysis, the estimates of

CL/F and Vd/F were 43% lower and 36% higher (2.04

and 4.87 L/h) and 53% lower and 50% higher (57 and

180 L), respectively, than for a typical patient.

Observed safinamide plasma concentrations were

approximately 30% lower in Study 016 compared to

Study 015. The observed difference in concentrations

was implemented in the population PK model as a dif-

ference in bioavailability. Interestingly, this difference is

consistent with the difference in molecular weight

between safinamide-free base and safinamide methane-

sulfonate, suggesting a systematic error. A difference of

the same order of magnitude was observed between

Study 015 and its own follow-up Study 017 (Schapira

et al. 2013). Thus, an effect resulting from the different

populations or different population trial design is

Figure 7. (A) Visual predictive check (VPC) for the final population pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model, all patients (Model 915).

(B) Prediction corrected VPC for the final population pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model, all patients (Model 915).
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considered unlikely. Safinamide plasma concentrations

were analyzed in different laboratories but with a very

similar validated analytical method.

The apparent oral clearance of safinamide estimated

from the present population PK model in subjects with

Parkinson’s disease in Study 016 is comparable to that

obtained in healthy volunteers by noncompartmental

analyses (ranging between 4.7–5.8 L/h across various

studies) (Marzo et al. 2004; Leuratti et al. 2013). The oral

clearance process comprises loss of the parent molecule

by metabolism and renal excretion. However, considering

that approximately 90% safinamide is metabolized

(Marzo et al. 2004; Leuratti et al. 2013), only a small por-

tion of the drug is excreted as unchanged in urine.

The apparent volume of distribution estimate from Study

016 in the current population PK analysis is also compara-

ble to the apparent volume of distribution estimated during

the terminal phase (ranging between 150–200 L across vari-

ous studies) (Marzo et al. 2004; Leuratti et al. 2013). Vd/F

values (>100 L independently of the F factor) exceed refer-

ence subjects’ body weights and indicate an extensive organ

(s)/tissue(s) distribution of the drug, with organ/tissue safi-

namide in equilibrium with safinamide in blood according

to a one-compartment open model, substantiated by the

observed monoexponential elimination of unchanged safi-

namide (t1/2 approximately 22 h).

Both the estimates of apparent oral clearance and vol-

ume of distribution corresponding to Study 015 were

slightly lower compared to the estimates from Study 016

and previous studies possibly due to the observed differ-

ences in the safinamide bioavailability between Study 015

and Study 016/other studies.

Weight, renal function, age, and gender were explored

as covariates on CL/F and Vd/F. In Study 016, levodopa

was administered to all the patients and levodopa doses

were only allowed to be changed if necessary based on

tolerability or worsening motor function throughout the

study period. Levodopa dose at baseline, and change in

levodopa dose rate was also tested as a covariate for Study

016. None of the covariates except weight were found to

have an effect on safinamide PK parameters. This result is

in line with the expectations since for many metabolized

drugs, there is a close relationship between body weight

and clearance. The absence of significance of the covariate

CRCL, a metric of the renal function, in this analysis con-

firms the notion of the limited renal clearance of safi-

namide reported in the literature. Thus, renal impairment

should have only a minor impact on safinamide PK and

no dose adjustment is needed in patients with mild and

moderate renal impairment.

Before the start of the PKPD analysis, the assumption

was that ON-time would decrease during the trial due to

disease progression. Placebo effect (confounded with the

effect of changing levodopa dose during the 4 weeks of

the stabilization phase before the start of study treatment)

was expected to first increase (possibly with some delay)

and then wane. This did not happen. The placebo data

were described by the linear model of time, with no offset

added to the intercept and a shallow positive slope of

0.117 h/month (95% CI: 0.0780, 0.156) that would lead

to an average increase of 0.70 h over the duration of the

study. Therefore, the natural disease progression could

not be differentiated from the placebo effect of the study

and the long-term effect of Levodopa stabilization. It is

unexpected for a placebo effect to last that long.

The data of patients in the safinamide treatment arms

were described by the same linear model. The offset

effect on the intercept was modified by the treatment,

but the slope was the same as for the placebo patients

(the effect on the slope due to safinamide was estimated

to be not significant). This would mean that the safi-

namide symptomatic effect is already fully attained by

the first post-baseline visit (4 weeks). After that the

increase of ON-time with time is the same as in the pla-

cebo patients. The immediate safinamide effect was esti-

mated to be 0.728 h (95% CI: 0.514, 0.942) and the total

mean increase of ON-time in patients in the safinamide

treatment arms at the end of the trial was estimated to

be 1.43 h as opposed to 0.70 h for placebo. Thus, at the

end of the 6 months of study, “ON time” duration after

safinamide treatment was two times longer than after

placebo administration.

There was very high interindividual variability in the

model, with interindividual CV for the estimated parame-

ters (defined as SD/Estimate) ranging between 250% and

300%. The intraindividual variability measured as the SD

of the residual error in the model was also high and esti-

mated to be 1.09 h.

There was no trend detected for safinamide exposure–
response relationship in the plots. Incorporation of safi-

namide exposure as a covariate in the model did not

improve the fit. The CIs of the estimates of the SAAV

effect and safinamide dose effect on the offset and the

slope parameters included the null values, suggesting that

there was no safinamide exposure effect in the present

patient population.

None of the other covariates (age, safinamide dose,

levodopa exposure, and change in levodopa dose rate)

had any significant influence on the instantaneous

increase of ON-time or the rate of ON-time change dur-

ing the trial. Safinamide PK variability did not contribute

to the variability in the response. However, the high vari-

ability in response and the limited duration of the study

in relation to the persistence of the placebo effect reduce

the possibility to deeply evaluate the effect of the different

safinamide doses on the ON-time parameter.
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In conclusion, plasma concentrations of safinamide

were adequately described by a linear one-compartmental

model with first-order absorption and first-order elimina-

tion. Age, gender, renal function, and exposure to levo-

dopa did not influence safinamide PK, suggesting that

dose adjustment in elderly and mild to moderate renally

impaired patients is not requested. In addition, the

observed ON-time values were adequately described by a

linear model of time in the study period with slope and

intercept parameters. The model-based analysis showed

that safinamide treatment resulted in an instantaneous

increase in ON-time of 0.73 h, reached by the first post-

baseline evaluation at week 4, with further increase of

ON-time with time, with the same slope as in the placebo

patients. This increase was not influenced by age, L-dopa,

or safinamide exposure.
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